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The quantized vacuum of non-abelian gauge theorlea is well-known 
to have a complicated structure,which cannot be recovered by pertur
bation theory. In spite of the progress in understanding nonperturba-
tive phenomena in QCD, like ohiral symmetry breaking, the solution of 
the U A ( D -problem or the deconfinement phase transition, we have not 
yet arrived at a clear pattern of the typical vacuum fluctuations. At 
present, there are several competing schemes describing the vacuumi 
instanton gas models'1' , the Copenhagen vacuum' ' , the chromomagne-
tic superconductor model'-" , and others. 

The lattice discretization of gauge theories provides us with a 
model-independent way of studying the relevant vacuum fields. That 
instantons as well as monopoles play an important role in the pure 
Yang-Hills vacuum has been realised very recently by "cooling down" 
Honte-Carlo generated equilibrium fields'" . But the immediate inves
tigation of the equilibrium configurations with respect to their (elec
tro ) magnetic structure yields valuable information, as well. This 
has been shown lor the Georgi - Glashow model' ' and for pure Yang -
Hills theories''6'' , respectively. 

Within thie letter we study the influence of electromagnetic 
fluctuations of the phase structure of the 4D- Georgi - Qlashow model 
on the lattice'5,7,8/ . j>0 a certain extent we follow the reasoning 
given in . In more detail we are going to characterize the 
fluctuations by investigating correlations between different compo
nents of the electromagnetic field tensor, moreover, we want to see 
whether monopole-llke objects can really be substantiated in diffe
rent phases. 
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The (Euclidean) action of the Qeorgi - Glashow model on the lat
tice oan be defined as 
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Ч * * (2.1) 

where "ni- b%P denotes the Hlgga field (in the adjoint represen
tation) at lattice site Л ; Uv €. $U<2) and Un/.v -U^U^iLi^ 
are the link and plaquette variables, reapectively. Addi
tionally to the (bare) couplings Ji = V/V*- , /L and iT *• 
let us introduce Tn\-Sti taken to be negative, te study a finite 

Q lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The model is quantized 
by functional integration, i.e. 

<Q) - Ё 1 ME" П №AQ*q>{- 5}; (2. 2) 

им/ representing the Haar measure of . The phase struc
ture w.r. to the bare couplings has been studied by measuring the or
der parameters (irUfy,v> , < R V = J №*№} **& 
<i*<*},UyrfbyiLlL) /' 5 , e',W.g. 1 presents the phase diagram at filed 
Л - 0.2' ' . The solid line corresponda to a transition of the 

first order established by a hysteresis behaviour of the order para
meters. 

At sufficiently large values of A the jump becomes still 
lower until it is comparable with the statistical errors. In this 
case we cannot state of which order (second or higher) a transition 
takes place (if any). The "horizontal" dashed lines in H.g.1 corres
pond to this case. The order of the other transitions ("vertical" 
lines) has not been exactly determined, so far. Thus, we have four 
phases denoted by A,B,C and £ . Phases С and D are characte
rised by fluctuations of the Biggs field modulus fWit**4)' / J-
areund <(R.)>~f, i.e. near the minimum of the classical Higge poten
tial. On the contrary, in phases A cmd B, < H> is definitely smal
ler than T but yet different from zero due to the measure 
in (2.2). Moreover, phase С shows so-called spontaneous symmetry break
ing'9' . Therefore, we call It Bigg* phase. The transition С —• D 
"restores" the symmetry. 

In the following we are going to investigate the phase structure 
with respect to the behaviour of magnetic and electric fluxes related 



to that component of the non-Abelian gauge field which Is associated 
with the U(*) group of rotations around ф . We define the elect
romagnetic field tensor on the lattice by ( <f£" •=• 4C/i 3?i 1 

•/<vv ' <*3L / I (2.3) 

Within the naive continuum limit (lattice spacing Q-» 0) this gauge 
invariant expression corresponds to the definition originally intro
duced by't Hooft^10''' (see, e.g.^ 1 1' ). Thus it should be the mostly 
suitable definition for detecting monopole-like fluctuations of the 
4 Hooft - Polyakov type on the lattice. Using expression (2.3) we 
define the magnetic and the electric fluxes out of an elementary 30 
cube at site ft , respectively, by 

Z e (2.4) 

Within the continuum the magnetic flux П beoomee quantized by homo-
topy arguments H-^Vffi/ , N^OJtiX1, ... if the closed sur
face £, completely lies in regions, where the (energy) density Ь 
fcf.n (2.1)) vanishes (i.e. classical Biggs vacuum). On the lattice 
there is no quantization for the definition Mc given above. 
In the following we shall measure distributions for detecting Mc-
and Ec -values as well as simply for values of the flux 
M 0 = £Q l^v through elementary plaquettea. The latter, of course, 

does not depend on the (space-like or time-like) orientation of the 
plaquettes considered. Let us denote the distributions by 
(£(£<•) a n d (УПп) , respectively. In order to see indications of 

the existence of monopole-like fluctuations we will measure simulta
neously the energy (action) of 3D cubes £h and the Higgs field 
modulus R* . 

The Monte - Carlo simulations with respect to the distribution 
defined in (2.2) have been carried out by employing the standard Met
ropolis algorithm. 

3 
«.rat, let us study the plaquette-flux distribution flal^e) 

for points (}-0,1,У?;р) (of.Kg. 2). She numerical results for the 
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Phase diagram of the Georgi 
Qlsahow model at Л " 0 . 2 . 

f i g , 2. Plaquette-flux distributions 
Pa (Mo) *° **° Phasesi solid l ine for 
phase D (jS - 0.5,?tt f c« -6.02) and dashed 
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P i g , 3. Effective potential at 
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i *i 8 , Plaquette-flux 
distributions, 

obtained «1th the use of 
(3.2). Dashed line correal 
pond* to H a l and eolid 
line corresponds to В » 3. 
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phaaes А,В and С look similar (B and С are not included in Pig.2) 
and produce mart ma at zero flux M n • 2hey can nicely be fitted by 
aimple eauaalan distribution*.On the contrary, phase D ie singled 
out by the appearance of a «"<•»•" at a nonzero value of |Hn| . This 
effect can be understood as a strong coupling one» In order to see 
this, «e apply the effective potential method at f> » 0 ' e' 3. . 
In this limit the integrations w.r. to the gauge field degrees of 
freedom as «ell as for the "angular" variables of the Higga field can 
analytically be. done. Then, one finds the effective potential of the 
Coleman-Veinberg type as a function of R ' ' 

Ц(к)^пТк\ «IMA %$? - AR*. ой) 

«here the last term is due to the integration measure d Ф .In 
n.g.3 the characteristic behaviour of Veff at sufficiently email 
(A£0.22) is shown for different values 1w2~ (for definiteness i • 
0.1 is chosen).The ooourrenoe of a second minimum of Veff with grow
ing |1Мг( indicates the first-order phase transition at Tn°t- 17>\ — 
sr-З.ЬГ from phase A to D . Let us fix now values W>1 in both the 
phases, but sufficiently far from Vt\ , such th*t the corresponding 
single minima of Veff determine the average values < H>. Then, the 
plaquette-flux distribution can be approximated by 

«here 0<y,i/ denotes a definite plaquette at (arbitrarily chosen) 
*i , », , 0 . Humeri cally «e find the behaviour as shown in Fig .4 

tor 1Ы1, and Й= Ъ. t respectively, which explains our findings 
in K.g.2 qualitatively. 

It is Interesting to discuss no* the distributions fcV^e) o W 
The Monte - Carlo data tor them are presented in Figa. 5 

й -V-" for the phases A-г D . jfor comparison, «e calculate the cu
be-flux distribution by folding the single plaquette-flux distribu
tions under the assumption that the fluxes through neighbour plaquet-
tes are completely unoorrelated, 
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where fluxes in the argument of the 0 -function are summed taking 
into account their orientation. We find %(НЛ* Pe(6«)-IW«rta (H«) 
in phase A (of. Pig. 5a), whioh means that this phase ia do
minated by uncorrelated random noise. On the contrary, the other phas
es show up correlations which become very strong in the Higgs phase 
C. 

The comparison of Riga. 5a-d makes clear that the magnetic flux 
out of cubes ia well suited to distinguish between the phases in con
trast with the eleotrio flux, the distributionsfor which do not dif
fer тегу much. Phase С is characterized (in contrast to other three 
phases) by a very strong suppression of a large magnetic flux (see 
alao/5/ ) compared with the electric one. It is due to an average 
cancellation between magnetic fluxes through nearest-neigbour pla-
quetts at common lattice sites and with common links. In this sence, 
a strong discrepancy between (£(Me) and РщпсНЯ (Hr)ia highly signi
ficant, this effect is demonstrated by Pig. 6 showing the average 
magnetic flux through the neighbour plaquettee as a function of the 
flux through a given plaquette. 

One is now tempted to ask whether large magnetic fluxes are real
ly connected with monopole-like configurations. In order to answer 
this question we have studied the correlations between magnetio flux 
Mc and the Higgs field modulus R at given elementary cubes. In 
Fig.7 the average energy of the Higgs field is plotted as a function 
of the magnetio flux Me. • With increasing Me deviations of the 
average Higgs field towards lower values is seen in phases С and 
В . bet us remind here that classical monopolea of the 't Hooft and 
Polyakov type are accompanied by ceroa of the Higga field at their 
centres. Therefore, it is natural that with increasing flux the va
lue of <R> decreases. At the same time, large values of Mc (whioh 
are comparable with 4* ) may be produoed only by point-like monopo-
les (more exaotly, monopoles of very small sices). Consequently, with 
further increasing He the value of < Ю should also increase. 
Just this dependence is observed in phases С and 3 . In phase С 
a strong suppression of magnetic fluxes out of the cubes in the pre
sence of large plaquette-flux fluctuations allows one to assume that 
in this phase a noticeable role is played by monopole-antimonopole 
pairs (dipoles) of small sices. In phases A and О (at least for 
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the values of parameters we have chosen) the Higga field is practi
cally independent of the magnetic flux. 

The dependence of average energy in an elementary cube on the 
magnetic flux in four different phases is represented in Fig. 8. 

4 
We draw the following conclusions. The four phases of the Geor-

gi-Glashow model observed in the given range of coupling/ can be 
well characterised by the behavior of magnetic flux out of 3D cube 
as well as by the behavior of magnetic flux through plaquette. The 
vacuum in the Higga phase С may be assumed to be a "medium" of mag
netic dipoles of small sizes. At the transition to phase В this di-
pole structure is destroyed and the symmetry is "restored". It may be 
assumed that in phase S a vacuum state analogous to that discussed 
in ref. 2 is realised. 

In phase A vacuum configurations have the nature of a random 
Gaussian noise. In the transition from A to В _ vacuum configura
tions bear out some monopole-antimonopole structure. 

further ti&ough study is required in order to understand more 
clearly vacuum in different phases of this model and the types of 
phase transitions between different phases. At present, these prob
lems are under investigation. 

In conclusion, we would like to express our gratitude to Meahche-
ryakov T.A. and Siasakian А.У. for useful discussions and interest 
in the work. One of us (H.M.-P) would like to expresa his gratitude 
to the Directorates and colleagues of the laboratory of Computing 
Technique and Automation and of the laboratory of Theoretical Physics 
for kind hospitality extended to hia. He warmly acknowledges very use
ful discussion! with Q. Schierholr and H.UUoher at DUX. 

Vote added in proof. 
After having finished this work we heard about similar investi

gation» by M.I*ars»n, Q.Schlerholx and U.fiese. We are indebted to 
them for informing ua prior to publication. 
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Магнитные флуктуации и структура вакуума 
в модели Джорджи-Глэшоу на решетке 

В работе исследуется связь между электромагнитными 
флуктуациями и фдзовой структурой SO(3)-симметричной 
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ре при достаточно малых значениях константы скалярного 
самодействия) четыре фазы. Методом Монте-Карло вычислялись 
распределения электрических и магнитных потоков, а также 
различные корреляторы. 
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We study the influence of (electro)magnetic fluctua
tions on the phase structure of the 4D-Georgi-Glashow mo
del on the lattice. The distributions of (electro)magnetic 
fluxes and different correlations were measured using 
the Monte-Carlo method. 
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